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Introduction

Shapes assists you in manufacturing and sourcing bespoke art
and accessories for your hospitality or commercial projects. We also create original
art concepts with designers and artists specific to your project, giving an artistic
edge in the market.
We have years of experience working with interior designers, artists, art
consultants and project owners to deliver custom art that will enhance your
patron’s experience by enhancing the interiors of your project.
It’s quite simple for us – we love art!
Shapes is a sub-brand of GMK Global LTD, a procurement and sourcing company
with international offices and over 30 years of procurement experience. We’ve
worked on art projects in the United Kingdom, Middle East, South Africa and other
African Regions. Our procurement and manufacturing requirements over the years
have taken us to various parts of the world and helped us establish relations with
some incredible suppliers. They have shown artistic capabilities and proven quality
supply for big or small quantities.
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Services

Project Art & Accessories
Procurement, manufacturing and global logistics for hospitality projects big and
small. We work with several manufacturers globally and ensure lasting quality,
timely delivery and value.
Bespoke Manufacturing
We deliver your designs. We manage bulk manufacturing from drawing approvals to
QC and delivery to site. Our experienced manufacturing partners work with various
materials and finishes.
Art Consultancy
We can advise on art products that go onto your walls, floors and table tops based
on your styling, interior selection and themes. We work with your interior designers
to provide a package that compliments your project.
Concept Creation
Most interior spaces require designs, materials and installations that complete it
and provide a lasting impression to its visitor. Our artists and designers can help
design original concept artworks for your lobby, public area and guest-rooms.
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Shapes has the privilege and experience of working with various artists and their
respective art methodologies.

Manufacturing

We source and manufacture in the following mediums :
. Oil & Acrylic Paintings
. Prints on Canvas (stretched or
framed)
. Mirrors (standard, bevelled, antique)
. Custom frames and profiles (PU,
Wood and Metal)
. Metal Wall-art
. Resin Wall-art
. Laser cut metal (polished, antique)
. Laser cut paper
. Wooden sculptures
. Drift wood elements
. Wooden totems
. Bronze sculptures
. Stone sculptures
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. Metal sculptures (SS, Brass, Iron)
. GRP and GRC artworks
. Corten steel sculptures
. Glass vases
. Casted Crystal sculptures
. Planters (SS, GRP, GRC)
. Ceramic vases
. Ceramic accessories
. Porcelain accessories
. Custom ceramic sculptures
. Multi-layered Acrylic artworks
. Heat transferred UV print on Acrylic
. CNC Routed wood and Acrylic art/
panels

Manufacturing

We follow our manufacturing closely
with our diverse supplier range, covering
various skill sets.
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Working with the
artist workshops and
production facilities
helps us keep control
of the quality we
deliver to our clients
and ensures the
specifications set
are followed closely.

Hospitality and commercial interiors are a competitive field where patrons, media
and owners have their eye on being unique and talked about.

Concept Creation

Shapes can assist helping to create unique original art concepts keeping
manufactureability in mind as well as material and aesthetics.
Our designers and artists keep the interior decor, lighting, themes and colours in
mind to create visual concepts that will compliment all of the above.
We can provide concepts for wall art, table sculptures, wall sculptures, indoor and
outdoor floor sculptures and large outdoor landscape sculptures.
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Concept Creation

Our experience with
diverse materials and
manufacturers aide
in providing a unique
detail to your project.
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See more of our
concepts on
shapesart.co.uk/
concepts

Concept Creation

A work flow example of a concept we created for a hotel lobby

1 - sketch and concept

2 - render, materials and approvals

3 - prototyping in scale

4 - epoxy model in scale

5 - fabrication against model
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6 - finishing and installation, packing

Our project portfolio shows experience from basic prints on canvas to large scale
installations.
Some of our valued clients are :

Projects

NOVOTEL
Location : Jeddah, Saudi Arabia - Consultants : Capsule Arts (worked as GMK)
Scope :: .Laser-cut SS wall installation + Design and manufacturing of SS sculpture on Granite base
BAY LA SUN HOTEL
Location : KAEC, Saudi Arabia - Consultants : Capsule Arts (worked as GMK)
Scope : Design & Supply of Brass Sculpture + Composite polymer 7 piece sculpture + Standing Metal
Sculptures
AVANI PEMBA
Location : Pemba, Mozambique - Consultants : Savile Row (worked as GMK)
Scope : Supply of apartment mirrors in solid timber custom frames
LE MERIDIEN
Location : Jeddah, Saudi Arabia - Consultants : Capsule Arts (worked as GMK)
Scope : Prints on Canvas, stretched and framed + Framed prints + Heat transferred UV print on Acrylic +
GRP Planters + Aluminum casted wall art for guest-rooms
DUSIT THANI
Location : Dubai, UAE - Consultants : Capsule Arts (worked as GMK)
Scope : Custom Profiles with bevelled Mirrors + Composite polymer sculptures + Composite polymer
wall-art
LIBERTY HOUSE
Location : Dubai, UAE - Consultants : JamJar
Scope : Supply of gyclee printed stretched canvas for guest-rooms
PULLMAN (Now SHERATON)
Location L Dubai, UAE - Consultants : JamJar
Scope : Supply of gyclee printed stretched canvas for guest-rooms
HYATT
Location : Dubai, UAE - Consultants : Capsule Arts
Scope : Design & Supply of Sample art for mock- up rooms + Wooden and Copper wall-art
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Thank you for your interest in us and our services.
If you have any questions or enquiries, please feel free to contact us at anytime.
We are transparent in our approach and give ‘client satisfaction’ a primary position in our works. We
believe in a long term relation and work hard towards it.
Your business will be handled with sincerity, hard work, constant communication and value.
Social Media
www.instagram.com/shapes_grams

www.behance.com/shapesart

www.twitter.com/shapes_tweets

www.facebook.com/shapesartservices

www.pinterest.com/shapesart

www.linkedin.com/shapes-art-services

Shapes Art Services
c/o GMK Global LTD
Floor 1, 2 Snowhill
Birmingham B4 6GA
United Kingdom
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